Product Sheet

Buisness-Cockpit
The challenge
Certainly, your company also use classical ERP- and
MRP-systems. These frequently provide a large number of standard functions which are - in day-to-day
business - more obstructive than supportive;
significant data or evaluations according to your
demands, however, are never found. Individual lists
and measurements can only be realized at
considerable costs and efforts - if ever.
The solution
We deliver you a customized product: Business Cockpit, realized by mib Heinen, has proved to support and
improve performance of administrative processes
many times. According to the requirements, inventory
controlling, order processing and delivery performance
are visualized and made measurable. Within previous
application fields, all set goals were realized and
stabilized sustainably within shortest time by the Cockpit‘s support. The entire implementation is
conducted by mib Heinen; the method for
effective and efficient process control, which we have
developed from experience, will create transparency in
your company
The method
The cost to you amounts to a few days:


Demand analysis and
definition of key figures: mib / your Management



Carrying out
Process-Interviews:

mib (1 day / Process)



Inerface Analysis:

mib



Interface
Programming:

mib

Programmiing
the work packages:

mib

Implementation of
Pilot application:

mib






Adjustment and
fine tuning:
Training employees:

MittelstandsberatungHeinen

mib / your employees
mib

Your benefit
With support of your experience and knowledge, we
implement an individual management information
system based upon your process requirements onsite. You will receive
a system cockpit
which is clear and
transparent and can
be improved by you.
Your existing
systems will remain
untouched and
leading for the
company
Take action now
The sooner these opportunities are available for you the
sooner you can make right decisions on a solid base
and realize them. All previous cockpit installations
focused - apart from system set-up - upon simultaneous
optimization of business processes. Another advantage
is that expenditures for purchase of customized
soft-ware can be amortized according to their
econo-mic useful life. Benefit from the triple advantage
now.
Our expertise
mib Heinen unites long-standing expertise from consulting small and mid-size businesses with long-term project
experience for renowned national and international
groups. Our company has specialized on optimization of
the business processes „production logistics“ and „client
order processing“. For several years we have been helping small, mid-sized and industrial companies to gain new
and additional success.
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